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Toys & Hobby guidelines on item registration
Please register the following information when registering a new item.


product name



brand name/manufacturer name



image



product specifications or product description



browse node ID

1. Registering a product name
Please refer to the appropriate product category and specify a product name. Be as
concise and accurate as possible in conveying item information, and use half-width
spaces to separate the pieces of information as follows.

Basic rule：

[brand] [series/character] [product name] [size] [color] [material] [model
number] [BOX] [(foods with toy treats)]
※ All elements except for [product name] can be omitted if no relevant piece of
information is present.
[brand]

Enter the brand name. (may be omitted if same as product name)

[series/character] Enter series or character name. (may be omitted if same as product
name)
[product name]

Enter the official name of your item.

[size]

Enter only if there are items with multiple sizes or if the size

specifies an item characteristic.
※ If you set variation by size, you may not enter size here.
[color]

Enter only if there are items with multiple color choices.

[material]

Enter if there are multiple items with different materials, or if the

material specifies an item characteristic.
[model number]

Enter the manufacturer model number.

[BOX]

Enter for foods with toy treats, trading cards, and other items which

are sold as boxes.
[(foods with toy treats)] For foods with toy treats, mark this clearly.

【Notes】
・ Separate each item with half-width spaces.
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・ The entry should be within 50 full-width characters long, including spaces.
・ Please enter katakana as full-width characters. (Half-width katakana are prohibited)
・ Please enter spaces, roman letters, numerals, and hyphens as half-width characters.
・ You may not use type 1 High ASCII characters or other special characters and
machine-dependent characters.
・ Do not include modifiers, taglines, or symbols which are not associated with the
original product name.
Examples of inappropriate entries： “The very popular,” “Easy,” “Simple to use,”
“！,” “☆,” “♪,” “Perfect for gifts,” “Free shipping”
・ If the series name, etc. and the product name, etc. contains duplication, please
leave out the series name, etc.
【Prohibited items for product registration】
・ Please do not use the following words in the product name:


Free shipping



Reservation （”Reservation bonus” is OK）



Free



Special price



New article



New work

・ If you are offering free shipping, do not include this in the product name. Instead,
perform the following settings:
i)

For limited-time free shipping: Use promotion settings to notify users
Setting methods： https://sellercentral-japan.amazon.com/gp/help/60961

ii) For a standing offer of free shipping： Use shipping fee override settings to
change your shipping settings
How to change your shipping settings： https://sellercentraljapan.amazon.com/gp/help/200212820
・ For notations such as [Sale, OFF x%, Rock-bottom price], do not include them in the
product name, but instead, perform the following settings.
For OFF percentage, MSRP→input suggested retail price/manufacturer’s price,
SalePrice→input the sale price.

2. Registering a brand
Registering an appropriate brand name is important for the convenience of our users.
When registering a new item, first search on the Amazon site for the brand name that
you want to register, and use the brand name specification which is associated with the
highest number of items. Customers tend to click first on brand names with many
associated items.
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At the Toys & Hobby store, we usually recommend spelling out foreign brand names
using Japanese characters as well. Even for parallel imports, the use of Japanese
characters will raise the chance that buyers will click on an item. For names where the
alphabetic notation is widespread, please list both (“Katakana” + half-width space +
alphabetic notation), as in the following example:
Example:レゴ (LEGO)
Please use the same notation for brand names and manufacturer names.

3. Registering an image
All images registered on the catalog must be in full compliance with all stipulations of all
user guides and contracts, including this guideline document and you must own the
necessary rights in order to list the image or you must have permission to do so.

3.1.

The importance of registering a main image

The main product image is not only a very important communication tool to motivate
buying; it also serves an important role in guiding the customer from the search result
listings to your product’s detail page. It is important to use a high-quality image which
clearly depicts your product, and which will not give customers false expectations.

Example of a search result list page:
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3.2.
i)

Basic guidelines for the main image
Use images with white backgrounds if at all possible. Exceptions are if the item
color itself is white and a white background would obscure the item, for items
where a white background would make the outline poorly visible, where lack of a
background image would make it difficult to grasp the item’s size or
characteristics. In these cases, you may display your product with a light-colored
background (blue, grey, etc.), or other materials (cloth or paper backgrounds,
etc.). In this case, be careful that the product itself will be the centerpiece of the
image (make sure that the background does not stand out more than the
product, or that it doesn’t obscure the product itself).

ii) Please use an image where the product itself is featured prominently in the
middle.
iii) For sales of multiple product sets, use an image which will give a sense of the
set contents. If particular included accessories are an important characteristic of
the product, please also use images where the accessories are also featured and
easily visible.
iv) The product name will be displayed along with the main image in large type in
the search result list and the product detail pages. It is important to include
minimal but necessary information in the product name in order to avoid
potential confusion.

3.3.

Main image prohibitions

The following are factors which will obscure the product, and may cause buyer
confusion. They are therefore prohibited within main images. Please observe these rules
carefully; this also serves to minimize potential trouble with customers. The following
are prohibited, even when additional explanations are provided in the product name.
A) Characters (watermarks including the seller name are also prohibited)
B) Frame borders
C) Images which include quantities different from the sales quantity
D) Images where all color and/or size variations are photographed all at once in one
image
E) Confusing images where items not being sold are also featured, as if they were sold
together as a set
Unacceptable main images, example 1: The actual item is “blue dice,” but other item
colors are photographed together in this image. There is a high likelihood that the buyer will
think that a set of all colors is being offered.
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Unacceptable main images, example 2: frames or characters are included, or the item
itself does not stand out and is hard to see.

Unacceptable main images, example 3: Hard to tell what the actual product is, it is unclear what is
actually being sold.

Ideal main images
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4. Registering browse nodes
4.1. Browse nodes and browse trees
Amazon categorizes products in a multi-tiered tree structure to make it easier for the
buyer to find any product. The category path starting from product category and
extending to sub category branches is called a “browse node,” and a numerical
identification of these browse nodes is called the “node ID.” The whole detailed
structure of categories is called a “browse tree.”
There are 2 categories of browse nodes, which differ in their uses as follows:


Branch node： A subcategory browse node that is not a terminal node. Used for
store design, not used for item registration.



Leaf node： A terminal category browse node, which is the final landing point.
Used for item registration.

Browse trees are displayed on the Amazon.co.jp website on the left side as a
navigation area.

Browse Tree
Branch node

Leaf node

4.2. Registering a leaf node
Refer to the browse tree guide (BTG) within seller central, and search/register the
appropriate product leaf node ID. Leaf nodes are shown in black within the browse tree
guide, and can be used for registration. Nodes shown in grey are branch nodes, and
may not be used for registration purposes.

×
○

2189602051

おもちゃ/ゲーム

2189613051

おもちゃ/ゲーム/かるた
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※ You can download the browse tree guide here.
【Note】 For foods with toy treats which contain sweets, please be sure to choose the
leaf node for ”foods with toy treats.” (This is described in the browse tree guide for
Hobby.)

5. Information regarding product specifications and product
descriptions
Product specifications should include the item functionality, size, material, accessories, and
other general product information and specifications. Product specifications are displayed as
a list on the product page.
Product descriptions should include an objective, easily-understood explanation of product
use or product taglines.
【Notes】
・

Please note that since multiple sellers share the same product page on Amazon,
inclusion of seller-specific information here is prohibited. Please use the promotion
function to notify buyers of information regarding seller-specific free shipping offers
or additional bonuses.

・

Please pay careful attention to the Act Against Unjustifiable Bonuses and Misleading
Representations and the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law, and be sure to register an
objective product description. Subjective characterizations and exaggerated ads, as
well as claims of efficacy or benefits are prohibited.

・

You may not use type 1 High ASCII characters (®, ©, ™, etc.) or other special
characters.

6. The search refinement function
Amazon groups products into categories, so that the buyer can easily search for products.
Each category is further subdivided into a hierarchical tree of browse categories. The
function covered here allows the user to further specify target consumer (men, women) or
sizes, in order to refine their searches.
Example： A list of the products in category “cloth/fabrics” refined with the color “red” and
the material “polyester”
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6.1. Categories and values for refinement
Refinement categories are predetermined based on product characteristics, so that
customers can refine their searches in a convenient way based on often searched
parameters.
Please see the “refinements” link in browse tree guide for a list of possible refinement
categories.
※ You can download the browse tree guide here.
For items which are not featured in the browse tree guide, the Amazon system will
automatically detect registered information and categorize the item into an appropriate
refinement category (see “6.2 Linking products to an automatic refinement category”
below for methods). Search refinements are particularly common for appropriate age
group and sex, character names, and series names. Please make sure that you
register the appropriate information for your product, especially for these characteristics.
Refinement categories may be added or changed in the process of revising product
categories (browse). When registering an item, please check the most recent refinement
category and values from the browse tree guide.

6.2. Linking products to an automatic refinement category
i)

Recognition from search keywords
Series names and character names are recognized from search keywords, etc.
When registering an item from seller central, please enter the appropriate
refinement value in the “search keyword” section of the item registration screen
［product details: recommended］. When using an inventory file template to
register items, please be sure to include the relevant refinement values in an
element within Search Terms 1-5.
Please note that the entry must be a complete match with the refinement value
to form a correct link. Please register these values with half-width alphanumeric
characters and full-width kana characters.

ii) Others： The target sex and target age group will be automatically determined
from the following registered items. Please be sure to register them correctly.
（Manufacturer recommended minimum age, manufacturer recommended
maximum age, target sex）

6.3. Brand refinement
The brand entered during item registration is also subject to categorization with the
automatic refinement function. In order to increase convenience for the buyer, it is
important to register the appropriate brand name. Please search the brand name of your
new item beforehand on the Amazon website, and use the brand name notation which is
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linked to the most number of products. Customers tend to click on brand names with
many links first.
Refinement functionality display applied to brand names

7. Setting variations
When selling a product which is available in many sizes, we use variations to allow the
buyer to choose their size from the product page. At the Toys & Hobby store, variation
settings are only possible for size. Please refer to this document.
【Notes】
If size is a particularly important factor for customer product choice, we recommend against
setting size as a variation, and instead recommend that you register the various sizes as
different products. (Example: a stuffed animal coming in different sizes)

8. Prohibited items and prohibited actions
Please see here for general information on prohibited items on Amazon.co.jp. For the Toys
& Hobby category in particular, please be careful when selling and registering information
for the product types described below. If we find a product which is prohibited, we may
delete the entry without prior notice.

8.1. Regarding the prohibition against listing of air guns/model guns which
may be illegally remodeled
Listing of air guns and model guns which are covered by the Law Controlling Possession
of Guns and Swords is of course prohibited. In addition, parts such as power-up parts or
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metal parts which may be used for illegal remodeling as defined in the Law Controlling
Possession of Guns and Swords are also prohibited.
Reference materials：
Toys and knives specified as not wholesome
http://www.seisyounen-chian.metro.tokyo.jp/seisyounen/pdf/10_eiga_tosyo_ichiran/gangu24.pdf

8.2. Regarding the prohibition against listing of items infringing on
intellectual property rights and other rights
We prohibit the listing of products which infringe upon intellectual property rights such as
trademarks, copyrights, author moral rights, rights of portrait, or right of publicity.

8.3. Setting an adult flag for items with sexual depictions
Products which contain sexual depictions or depictions which may be construed as such
are not allowed to be listed without setting an adult flag (＊).
In particular, items such as “mouse pads” or “hugging pillow cases” may be searched
often by families together, and many customers of these items prefer not to be shown
sexually explicit images. In order to prevent discomfort for such customers, please be
particularly careful about adult flagging products in the following categories.
i)

Products with words such as “breasts,” which may be construed as sexual,
within the product name
（Example： breast mouse pad, etc.）

ii) Pillow cases which have prints featuring highly exposed characters or characters
with sexual poses, including anime drawings
(＊) check the “adult item” checkbox within inventory management under “edit details”
(under the “details” tab); alternatively, set the item “adult item” within the inventory file
to “true” before sending.

8.4 Products which have a particularly high risk of harming consumers or
causing loss of life, as defined in the Consumer Products Safety Act（PSC
mark）
＜Reporting obligations＞
In the Consumer Products Safety Act, certain products which are judged to have a
particularly high risk of causing physical harm or loss of life to the consumer are specified
as “specified products.”
Business entities involved in manufacturing, importing, or selling “specified products”
must register beforehand with the national government and announce that they will start
these operations.
A self-evaluation of whether the specified product meets standards or not is necessary
before registration.
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In particular, products which have been specified as “special specified products” (ex. Baby
beds, toys emitting laser light, etc.) require official testing by a nationally approved
registration testing facility in addition to your self-evaluation. Please see the following
links for further details.
＜About the PSC mark＞
Both “specified products” and “special specified products” must feature various displays
(PSC marks) which can be displayed on products meeting standards for each product
class in order to be sold.
Please note that the obligation to display a PSC mark is also applicable even to parallel
import goods.
List of various specified products and marks：
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/consumer/seian/shouan/contents/mark.htm
Please check the web page for the “Consumer Product Safety Act” at the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry for further details:
Consumer Product Safety Act homepage：
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/consumer/seian/shouan/index.htm
Explanatory materials regarding PSC marks and operating registrations：
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/consumer/seian/shouan/contents/setsumei2212.pdf

8.5 Electrical appliances as specified in the Electrical Appliance Safety Law
（PSE mark）
＜Reporting obligations＞
The Electrical Appliance Safety Law categorizes electrical appliances into the following 2
categories:
i)

“Specified electrical appliances”
Electrical appliances which, from their structure or use circumstances/usages are
judged to be particularly dangerous or prone to cause disruption

ii) “Electrical appliances not specified”
All electrical appliances other than those specified
When manufacturing or importing electrical appliances, one must register business
operations to the Office of Economy and Industry, etc., based on the above categorization.
＜Obligation to meet standards and standards testing＞
Registered business operators must receive a technical standard test by a registered
testing agency for all electrical appliances which are classified as “specified.” The passing
test results must be received by the operator in writing, and this must be saved.
＜Regarding the PSE mark＞
Those conducting manufacture, import, or sales of electrical appliances have an obligation
to display a “PSE mark” on their products. This applies to parallel imported products as
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well. Please note that products with no PSE mark display cannot be registered.
Please check whether your product requires a PSE mark display, and whether the mark is
actually displayed on your item.

For details regarding this registration process, an explanation of the PSE mark, as well as
for reference material on PSE mark eligible products, please see the following:
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry：PSE Summary
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/consumer/seian/denan/outline/hou_outline.htm
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry：PSE mark eligible products
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/consumer/seian/denan/kaishaku/taishou_hitaishou/shuruibetsu.htm

8.6 Items which may harm infants upon contact/interaction
＜Regarding import registration＞
The Food Sanitation Law categorizes products which may harm infants upon
contact/interaction into three groups, based on the Food Sanitation Law implementation
rules:
A. Toys which are intended for infants to put into their mouths
B. Accessory toys (toys which infants use as accessories), rub-off stickers,
traditional self-righting dolls, masks, origami folding paper, rattles, educational
toys, blocks, toy telephones, toy animals, balloons, block toys, balls, toy cooking
sets
C. Toys which are used in conjunction with toys in the previous category
For import and sales of applicable items, you must register with the Imported Foods
Regulation Desk at the Quarantine Department, in accordance with the Food Sanitation
Law. Please see below for details:
Food Sanitation Law： http://law.e-gov.go.jp/htmldata/S22/S22HO233.html
Food Sanitation Law implementation rules： http://law.egov.go.jp/htmldata/S23/S23F03601000023.html
Import inquiries desk： http://www.mhlw.go.jp/topics/yunyu/soudan/index.html
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Quarantine Section “Regarding inquiries and
instructions pertaining to imported foods (prior consultation)”：
http://www.forth.go.jp/keneki/tokyo/kanshi/01top.htm
List of Quarantine Departments： http://www.mhlw.go.jp/general/sosiki/sisetu/ken-eki.html
＜Specification standards＞
You must observe the specification standards pertaining to toys and toy component
materials. Please see the following reference below for details.
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Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare： Specification standards for foods, additives,
etc.：http://www.mhlw.go.jp/topics/bukyoku/iyaku/kigu/dl/5.pdf

8.7. Registering a private-brand item
For no-brand items which you do not manufacture, and for which you add some
additional uniqueness and sell as a private brand item, please observe the following
points:
1) Print or engrave the brand name or brand logo either on the product itself or on the
product package.
2) Register an image where 1) is clearly visible.
3) Include your brand name in the product name.
4) Register the relevant brand name in the brand name section.
※ Please observe the following for clothing merchandise:
Sew a label with your brand name onto the product. Alternatively, you can attach a tag
with your brand name with thread, a chain, or a tag pin.
Items which do not satisfy the above conditions will all be registered as no-brand items,
so please take care.

9. Registering Parallel Imports
Please follow the "registration of parallel import products" section on the "parallel imports"
page below for parallel import goods.
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/200936440

Note: Displayed products, even parallel imports, must strictly observe all laws. Please be
aware that products not strictly observing Japanese laws will not be displayed or marketed
by Amazon.co.jp.
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